
HKIA 65th Anniversary Student Ideas Competition: Post-COVID [ ] Space 
Reply to Enquiries 
 

Q1 I am writing to enquire about the eligibility of the competition.  
May I know if Final Year Students graduating in July 2022 will be eligible for 
the competition? 
 

 Final year students graduating within the year 2022 are eligible to enter this 
competition. 
 

Q2 I am writing to ask about the competition. As I am a year one student, I 
cannot use well on some software, May I use hand drawings to replace digital 
drawings? Also, I want to know if the panel is submitting two sizes? Thank you 
for your time. 
 

 There is no restriction on the production method of drawings. If hand drawings 
are to be used, the participant may scan the hand drawings (in A2 size 
landscape format) in 300dpi and submit in PDF; provide a thumbnail file; and 5 
key perspectives or key images as required in Part 3.4 of the Competition 
Document. 
 
Regarding to the panel size for submission of Design Proposal, both panels are 
required to be in A2 size. 
 

Q3 I am confused about what should I put in the submission requirement (iii) 
(Design Proposal in two nos. of A2 size panel in landscape format in 300dpi in 
PDF). The explanatory statement and images are all in (v) and (vi), so what is 
(iii) for? 
 
Also, I see that the file name of (iii) contains CRN. What does CRN stand for? 
 

 Refer to Part 3.4 of the Competition Document, please find the submission 
requirement as below. 
 
(i) Completed and signed Entry Form in Annex 1 
(ii) Copy of current student ID issued by university or institute of EACH team 

members or individual participant.  
(iii) Design Proposal in two nos. of A2 size panel in landscape format in 300dpi 

in PDF  
(iv) Thumbnail file of the combined image of 2 panels in A3 size portrait in 

300dpi in PDF  
(v) An explanatory statement of the design concepts in English in A4 not more 

than 500 words in Microsoft 97-2003  
(vi) 5 key perspectives or key images in JPEG format in 300dpi 
 
Item (iii) Design Proposal in two nos. of A2 size panel in landscape format 
should form the main submission of the design proposal, with a layout including 



but not limited to drawings, images diagrams, renderings, perspectives, text 
etc. 
 
Item (v) explanatory statement of the design concepts in English shall consist of 
text not more than 500 words. 
 
Item (vi) 5 key perspectives or key images in JPEG format are usually images 
extracted from Item (iii) Design Proposal but saved as individual JPEG files. 
 
Refer to Part 3.2 of the Competition Document, “CRN” refers to the 
Confidential Registration Number which will be assigned and emailed to each 
participant within two working days after the registration. 
 

 


